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2013 Gratitudes
and Accomplishments

We Are Grateful for What
We’ve Done Together this Year . . .
15 Principles We Share
Red Lodge dreamers and founders
Current and Past WWRL Trustees
108 Gratitudes and Seeds for Inspiration
Medicine Bag Action Seeds for 2013
OlyWA Women’s Drum Circle
Vashon Drum Circle
Drumming Into the Seasons, Flagstaff
Naming Ceremony (Sacred Yellow Drum becomes Zendaya)
Drumming: for Earth Day, with Vashon Wilderness Program
kids, for Suicide Hope Initiative (SHIne), to honor Mt. Rainier
in the PNW Regional Medicine Wheel, for Equinoxes and
Solstices, for community celebrations, to honor Grandma
Billie Sockwomyn, to mark new and full moons
Imbolc Lodge
Giving Thanks Lodge
Weekly Community Lodges
Sweatlodge Work Parties
Welcoming Community
Affirming Inclusion and Diversity
Gender Discussion

Buffalo Heart
Otter Woman
Thunder Moon
Spirit Dancer
Red Horse Running
Zendaya
Bisonne Lune
Turtle Song

Women’s Hoops in WA, AZ, VT, CO, Jamaica
Le Cercle de Grâce, Switzerland
Weaving the Hoop Handbook
Film Screenings: The Red Tent, Birth Story, Girl
Rising, Miss Representation, Money and
Life, Praying with Images

Hearth Letter
Red Lodge Website
Email Announcements
WWRL Facebook Page
New Business Cards
New Membership Card
Thank You Cards

Earth Day Festival, Flagstaff
Summer Solstice Ceremony,Celebration, Vashon
Spirit House
Solstice bracelets for women in Kenya
Creation/Initiation of Moonlodge, Vashon
The Red Tub

Our Red Lodge Administrator

Moonsongs CD
Money in the bank
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We Appreciate
The Many Ways We Show Up
Event volunteers
Consultants
Artists
Poets
Cooks
Carpenters

Proofreaders
Editors
Article writers
Drummers
Firetenders
Waterpourers

Goddess Party, Tacoma
Red Tent Goddess Festival, Flagstaff
Creative Souls Handcraft Faire, Tacoma
Intuitive Watercolor Workshop, St. Johnsbury
Fall Member/Fund Drive
Fund Drive Visioning Team
Matching Fund Donors
Greeting New & Renewing Members
Thanking Donors

I AM RED LODGE slideshow
What Is Woman’s Way slideshow
Red Lodge Creations Sound Cloud
Red Lodge You Tube Account

Burton Hill, Vashon Island
Sacred Groves, Bainbridge Island
Vashon Intuitive Arts
Tranzend, Flagstaff
Shuvani Studios, Flagstaff
HeartSpace Yoga and Movement Center,
St. Johnsbury
Vashon Central – Vashon ferry tix
Vashon Theatre
Island Green Tech
Wild Redhead Design
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Doorkeepers
Singers
Dancers
Dishwashers
Gardeners

Songwriters
Photographers
Envelope stuffers
Ceremony planners
Gift makers

All our Lodge Sister Members
Support Circle Members
Circle of Alliance
Men in Red Lodge
Lodgekeeper Circle Tending the Hearth
Lodgekeeper Trust Lodge
Hoop of Intention
Board Notebook
March Lodgekeeper Retreat
July Lodgekeeper Retreat
Annual Gratitude Gathering
Witnesses and Guardians
Nominations Coordinator
Red Lodge Leadership Hoop
Leadership Hoop Resources & Blog
Leadership Hoop Visioning Team
The Glade of 4 Directions
Our New Leadership Paradigm

Long Dance Community Weaving
Long Dance Community Support
The Community Prayer Bundle
Tree Gift to the Land, Goodenough Community
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in Gratitude for Creativity,
Collaboration and Community
Women’s Leadership Fund support for:
Starhawk training, Women of Wisdom, Seattle, WA
Starhawk training at Rowe Conference Ctr, VT
Service Projects: Spring Fund Drives for
CEPACET- Nairobi Women’s Sewing Project
SAHAYATRI NEPAL - Women’s Safety & Legal Rights
KIVA - Microloans to Women
Lodgekeeper friendships
Woman’s way community
Creativity
Collaboration
Trust building
Transparency
Accountability
Growth and Healing
Connection
Enlivening the sacred in daily life
GiveAway
Mentoring

Crones
Code Purple Prayer Circle
13 Moons Journey (offered by Crone Voices
sponsored by WWRL)
Crone Ceremony (offered by Crone Voices
sponsored by WWRL)
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2013 Lodge Sisters
Alex Peterson, Stockton, CA
Aubrey Armes, Des Moines, WA
*Barbara Stratton, Vashon, WA
Barbara Krulich, Olympia, WA
Beth Hesketh, Olympia, WA
*Carlee Casey, Vashon, WA
Cathie Stone, Tacoma, WA
Chalice Bailey, Seattle, WA
Christian Kolesar, Flagstaff, AZ
Christine Stevens, Encinitas, CA
Cynthia Cameli, Olympia, WA
Debbie Fank, Enumclaw, WA
Erin McCusker, Pendleton, OR
Gerry Ahrens (G’mother Snakeroot), UK
GinaMarie Byers, Flagstaff, AZ
Grace Ramirez, Flagstaff, AZ
Jade Weinbrecht, Enumclaw, WA
Jessica Lisovsky, Vashon, WA
Kathleen Graf, Port Angeles, WA.
Kathy Gallagher, Colorado Springs, CO
Kelly Ziniewicz, Olympia, WA
Kendra Thornbury, Brainerd, MN
*Kristen Walsh, Seattle, WA
Kristina Turner, Vashon, WA
Lani Ladbon, Tacoma, WA
Lori Kramer, Port Angeles, WA
Lynn Nadeau, Port Townsend, WA
Madrone, Flagstaff, AZ
Margaret Theisen, Veneta, OR
Marsha Cook, Black Diamond, WA

* New in 2013
Mary G.L. Shackelford, Vashon, WA
Melissa Kruger, Renton, WA
Melvin Swegle, Port Angeles, WA
Michelle Elekonich, Arlington, VA
Michele Podesto, Port Townsend, WA
Nan Draper, Vashon, WA
Nancy Lieurance, Seattle, WA
Norleen Overman, Bothell, WA
Pat Flood, Port Angeles, WA
Patricia Menzies, Tacoma, WA
Patrica Lydia Zukas, Port Townsend, WA
Paula Rathbun, Port Angeles, WA
Peg Hopkins, Hood River, OR
Polly Kay Taylor, Olympia, WA
*Preston Shackelford, Napa, CA
Rebecca Christ, Phoenix, AZ
Resha Sabre, Seattle, WA
Sarah Strafford, Kihei, HI
Sharma Whitchurch, St Johnsbury, VT
Sheila Brown, Vashon, WA
Susan Landau, Cambria, CA
Susan Pitiger, Vashon, WA
*Tracy Weigman, Tacoma, WA
*Tressa Azpiri, JAMAICA
Water Greer, Tumwater, WA
*Wendie Hipolito, Vashon, WA

Circle of Alliances
Wild Sage Marketing, Seattle, WA
Sacred Groves, Bainbridge Island, WA
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2013 Support Circle
*Alexis Mesko, Flagstaff, AZ
Amy Morrison, Vashon, WA
Amy Wolff, Vashon, WA
*Bianca Perla, Vashon, WA
Bobbi Edwards, University Place, WA
*Caitlyn Burford, Flagstaff, AZ
*Cara Woras, Idaho City, ID
*Carla DeChrona, Vashon, WA
*Carol Wiedeman, Edgewood, WA
*Carol Long, Port Townsend, WA
*Caryn Wise, Fircrest, WA
Cathryn Bowen, Olympia, WA
*Chris Graham, Vashon, WA
Christiann Howard, Lynwood, WA
*Cliff Peterson, Flagstaff, AZ
*Clover Forbes, Jamaica
*Dawn Pastorius, Colorado Springs, CO
*Daymon Wilcox, Kihei, HI
Drai Turner, Blaine, WA
*Doris Reis, Cascade, CO
*Ella Lane, Fountain, CO
*Elizabeth Mauro, Seattle, WA
Emily Vogt, Vashon, WA
Erika Kessenich, Flagstaff, AZ
*Estevan Bellino, Phoenix, AZ
*Eva Sigersted, Flagstaff, AZ
Genai Janice Carol, Vashon, WA
*Genie Marwell, Des Moines, WA
*Gloria Britestar, Vashon, WA
Haila Silvertrees, Olympia, WA
*Icilda Pearson, Jamaica
J Brooks, Denver, CO
James Burke, Vashon, WA
*Jashana Hawkins, JAMAICA
*Jean Templeton-Morris, Albuquerque, NM
*Jen Paul, Flagstaff, AZ
*John Greer, Tumwater, WA
Julia Bearheart Moore, Olympia, WA
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Karen Remington, Danville, VT
*Kathy Hayes, West Burke, VT
*Kathy McArthur, Frederic, MD
Kim Orte, Tacoma, WA
*Kori Moore, Flagstaff, AZ
Marianne Meier-Grasselli, Switzerland
Marianne Twyman, Vashon, WA
Marion Neely, Ten Betts, MO
*Mary Langlois, Sedona, AZ
Mary Mitchell, Seattle, WA
Melissa Ward, Tacoma, WA
*Moira Gray, Vashon, WA
*Nancy Bennion, Vashon, WA
Nancy McLaughlin, Tacoma, WA
*Neil McCusker, Pendleton, OR
Nikki Baldwin,Flagstaff, AZ
*Pam Gruenstein, Puyallup, WA
*Rebecca Cobb, Olympia, WA
Rebecca Graves, Vashon, WA
Rhonda Korol, St. Johnsbury, VT
Richard Jones, Vashon, WA
Robin Rogers, Chapel Hill, NC
Robin Wedemeyer, W. Burke, VT
Ruth Raven Rogers, Port Hadlock, WA
*Sandra Crawford, Vashon, WA
Sarah Leah Blum, Auburn, WA
*Sasha M.G. Holiday, Flagstaff, AZ
*Serena Davidson, Seattle, WA
*Sharon Hines-Pinon, Vashon, WA
Suzanne Lichau, Petaluma, CA
*Sydney Yount, Flagstaff, AZ
*Teresa Peterson, Flagstaff, AZ
Terez Storm, Jerome, AZ
*Terry Grantham, Flagstaff, AZ
Tone Butler, Shelton, WA
*Victoria Giles-Vazquez , Flagstaff, AZ
*Vikki Jensen, Des Moines, WA
* New in 2013
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2013 Red Lodge
Donors
Kathy McArthur
Kelly Ziniewicz
Kendra Thornbury
Kim Orte
Kristen Walsh
Kristina Turner
Long Dance
Madrone
Marsha Cherington
Marsha Cook
Mary G. L. Shackelford
MaryBeth Moser
Michelle Elekonich
Norleen Overman
Patricia Menzies
Paula Hendricks
Pedge Hopkins
Polly Taylor
Preston Shackelford
Rayna Holtz
Rhonda Korol
Robin Rogers

Amy Morrison
Anonymous
Anonymous
Aspen Stone
Barbara Krulich
Barbara Stratton
Barbara Whitchurch
Beth Hesketh
Carol Wiedeman
Christine Stevens
Daymon Wilcox
Elizabeth Mauro
Erin McCusker
Freddie Schutten
Jackie Sprague
Jane Castle
Jim Burke
John Greer
Kathleen Graf
Kathleen Hayes
Kathleen McArthur
Kathy Hayes

Robin Wimbiscus
Sacred Groves
Sarah Blum
Sarah Strafford
Sharma Whitchurch
Shelly Smith
Suzanne Lichau
Teresa Peterson
Tonia Arehart
Tracy Towle
Tressa Azpiri
Victoria Giles-Vazquez
Virginius Shackelford
Water Greer
Wendie Hipolito

2013 Service Project Donors
Amy Morrison
Aubrey Armes
Barbara Stratton
Candace Kay
Cathy Casalegno
Chaffee Burke
Connor Sauer
Helen Dusek

Jessica Lisovsky
Jim Burke
Julie Schutten
Kem Courtenay
Krista Dudley
Kristina Turner
Margaret Theisen
Mary G.L. Shackelford
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Nancy McLaughlin
Patricia Menzies
Penny Grist
Polly Taylor
Preston Shackelford
Resha Sabre
Richard Jones
Richard Kasden

							

Rosemarie Wiegman
Sarah Blum
Sharma Whitchurch
Sheila Brown
Susan Landau
Suzanne Lichau
Tone Butler
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2013 Red Lodge Hoops
Flagstaff Hoop, Flagstaff, AZ
Nikki Anam Cara Baldwin, Flagstaff
Caitlyn Burford, Flagstaff
GinaMarie Byars, Flagstaff
Bekka “Shimmer Lee” Christ, Tempe
Vicky Giles, Flagstaff
Erika Kessenich,Flagstaff
Jory Malis, Flagstaff
Kori Moore, Flagstaff
Jen Paul,Flagstaff
Grace Epiphany Peterson, Flagstaff

Carrie Henderson, Flagstaff
Madrone, Flagstaff
Kira Semanas, Flagstaff
Eva Sigersted, Flagstaff
Terez Storm, Jerome
Cindy Thomann, Flagstaff
Erin McCusker (emeritus? haha! *sigh* We
miss her! Pendleton, OR)

3 Rivers Hoop, St. Johnsbury, VT
Karen Remington, Danville
Kathy Hayes, Burke
Jennifer Dubuque, Newark
Judi Poach, Kirby
Rhonda Korol, St. Johnsbury

Lisa-Ann Loucka, Craftsbury
Randi Parker, Vermont
Melissa Bridge, St. Johnsbury
Sharma Whitchurch, St. Johnsbury

Shelton Hoop, Shelton, WA
Eldenath De Vilya, Olympia
Diana Gilmore, Tumwater
Ester Ackerman, Federal Way
Virginia Jackson, Lake Cushman

Traci Wilson, Harstine Island
Tone Butler, Shelton
Lori Mercier, Shelton
Donna Sky, Shelton

Pikes Peak Hoop, Colorado Springs, CO
Amy Hale, Colorado Springs
Billie Cagle, Colorado Springs
Dawn Pastorius, Colorado Springs
Denise McClure, Colorado Springs
Debbie Eiland, Divide
Doris Reis, Colorado Springs
Ella Lane, Fountain
J Brooks, Denver
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		

Karen Gale, Colorado Springs
Kathy Gallager, Colorado Springs
Kenan Edmiston, Colorado Springs
Mary Schroeer, Littleton
Sharon Withers, Parker
Sophie Grace Torrez, Pueblo
Susan Flanders, Denver
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2013 Red Lodge Hoops
Jamaica Hoop
St, Mary, JAMAICA
Clover Forbes, Three Hills
Icilda Pearson, Three Hills
Jashana Hawkins, Breezy Hill
Tressa Azpiri, Breezy Hill

Blue Moon Hoop, Vashon Island, WA
Meg White, Vashon
Sophie Pritchard, Seattle
Tressa Azpiri, Jamaica
Robin Gage, Vashon
Jacqui Lown, Vashon

Roxy Hathaway, Vashon
Nancy Scott Wienker, Vashon
Mary G.L. Shackelford, Vashon
Margaret Smith, Vashon

WWRL 2013 Financial Summary
YTD INCOME			$18,542 (budget - $13,200)
Membership		
3,505
General donations
6,207
Service projects
3,302
* Women’s Leadership Fund
s
e
r
u
g
fi
WLF*
donations
522
** hoops, drum circles, sweatlodges, CD,
te
to-da al
r
workshops and supported programs
a
e
Programs**		
5,006
Y
n
not fi
YTD EXPENSES			$15,182 (budget - $16,650)
Administrative		
7,904
Communications
503
Membership		
1,272
Programs		
5,503
YTD NET				$ 3,360 (budget < −$3450>)
YTD NET ASSETS			
Cash on Hand
CD inventory 		

$15,753
13,049
2,704
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Thank You!
Your vision, devotion,
time, energy & contributions
create real change.
Together, our love nurtures
the Circle of Life.

I would maintain that Thanks
are the highest form of thought;
and that Gratitude is happiness
doubled by wonder.

						

~G.K. Chesterton
10
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From the heart, from the hearth of Red Lodge
by Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair

T

his year in Red Lodge has been like jumping into the Spirit Canoe and riding into
the unknown of some as-yet-undiscovered canyon. Traveling deep into geologic
time of Earth Mother on waters that are sometimes terrifying in their speed and
turbulence, sometimes dappled in warm sweet sunlight or gentle and dreamy in the
light of the moon and the stars.
An important part of this ride is that we are not alone. With fellow travelers drawn by
the magnetic energy of Red Lodge, willing and curious, creative and committed, we
are on a mysterious and challenging ride, uncovering and growing a new paradigm of
leadership. This is the ongoing search to discover how to navigate the bridge between
mystery, spiritual practice and sacred woman’s way wisdom as it intersects with feet-on-the-ground concrete ways
of creative collaboration to tend the hearth of a boot-strap, growing nonprofit that is alive with a life of its own.
Guided by the 15 Principles We Share, we are exploring the edges of our willingness to trust the process of
bringing what we know into that place of not-knowing and open to allow, to listen and to attune our bodies to
the alchemy. We’re experimenting with and learning how to tend and guide a legal organization in this way.
As we explore and learn new tools and skills hrough Leadership Hoop, the Glade of 4 Directions and the Meeting Flow for our Lodgekeeper Circle (for example), we are bringing together a treasure box of leadership and
communication skills. By listening inside our bodies and honoring the fundamental woman’s way of doing
things through relationship and connection, our collaboration is nurturing sustainability for Red Lodge.
As we share our ways out, as woman’s way moves into mainstream culture, the bowl of Red Lodge is a unique
basket where our work on behalf of community, our place in the collective story, meets our individual stories.
That’s one of the things that makes Red Lodge special: How we are moved and healed individually is part of
the radiant fabric that is woven as we also mend, and darn and reweave the collective threads.
We are in a time of struggle. There is a dark winter of the soul that blankets the land. Let’s be brave about speaking of it. These moments of great loss and grief remind me that the gift of being human is to feel fully into what
is real for me in this time: to feel compassion (literally with passion) from the depths of my despair and loss and
grief about what’s happening to our oceans and earth, to Gaia. And simultaneously, to know that I am also in
the midst of this amazing creative outpouring, this deep, rich place where I feel as well the rising up, even in the
midst of the decay and destruction, the possibility of connection and change, in me, in my own life.
WWRL is at a crucial and delicate transition point in the life and evolution of a nonprofit. That we have survived
with minimal capitalization entirely on the legs, arms and shoulders of a fairly small circle of volunteers for a decade is miraculous. By dint of effort, commitment and increasingly wide-ranging support, building on the muchappreciated generosity and support of Long Dance, WWRL is a happening thing. Blooming wide open, passionate,
fiery, loving, sweet and with big potential and possibility to join in the energy that is creating a cultural paradigm
shift around the world. We are growing trust; Red Lodge is coming out! We speak about Red Lodge with confidence, in ways that feel comfortable, heard, welcomed.
As the magnetic energy grows and Red Lodge attracts more support, participation and resources, it’s a very
tricky time of balancing priorities and discerning next steps. It’s clear that Red Lodge is rapidly becoming too
much for volunteers. We will be moving to secure funds to hire help. This is risky, complex and likely involves
new legal and accounting details. It shifts us into a much more focused place of attending to our financial sustainability, necessitating diligence and strategic foresight/planning.
--- MORE
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Our emphasis these last two years has been on leadership sustainability. As we continue to nurture magnetic
energy at the hearth of Red Lodge, drawing in the leadership resources to collaboratively guide us as we move
forward, our attention also turns now to resource sustainability. We will need to assure that we can bring in
funds to hire help on an on-going, year-to-year basis.
These are big changes that require VERY careful tending to assure that the bridge between spiritual and
practical is strong and openly flowing; to assure that while we adhere to the Principles We Share and the
practice of woman’s way wisdom, we also attend to best practices in legal and financial accountability.
As we dream our way into 2014, let’s keep the big picture of where Red Lodge is right now in its own life.
Maybe she’s getting really close to leaving the nest and beginning to stand on her own. But her legs are
like an exuberant filly’s, a little wobbly and prone to a capricious side-kick now and then! She needs our
unconditional love and support. Let’s think outside the box; let’s be willing to match our dreams for resource sustainability with our dreams for leadership sustainability as we discover and align with the new
cultural paradigm that’s rising like the moon.

Seeds for dreaming into 2014 from our Annual Gathering
Eloquently led by Paulabeing on a journey to reflect and dream for Red Lodge in 2014, women at the Annual
Gratitude Gathering placed seeds for the future into our Rattle of Intention. At the Lodgekeepers’ January Retreat, Red Lodge trustees will be guided by these ideas as they set sail for the new year, consider realistic goals,
consider financial planning for 2014 and complete the making of this rattle. Send your dreams to chair@wwrl.org.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

WWRL School – a training program to teach our spirit ways to young children and adults
Reincarnate 4 Directions Gatherings as Teaching Lodges + time to create, sell our wares & support each other
Watching, listening – making connections. Asking questions. Eagle.
Love, openness, willingness. Beauty, insight, presence
Cleansing. Laying down what interferes with love. Embrace power
Healing Ceremonies – uniquely designed to meet specific needs
Education about forgiveness and fun
Foundation/financial support through grants. I am bringing to RL grantwriting, clarity of impact
Hands with hearts within a rising spiral held from 4 directions (drawing)
The fulfilling power of ENOUGH!
WWRL flourishes, thrives, expands connecting more women (and men) into the web
Learning, learning, learning
Magnetic energy to attract a circle of benefactors
Marketplace of handicrafts, events, workshops of right livelihood
Skilled people able/willing to write grants and ask for financial support
Create strategic development plan – begin to feel our way into a 5-year vision
More WWRL-sponsored programs to support sustainability for Red Lodge and right livelihood for members
Ease, grace & creative collaboration in leadership circles to nourish magnetic energy & sustainability
Gender conversation on Vashon – a group/opportunity that is open to general community.
Continue Vashon ferry pass management.
Set up monthly giving program for WWRL.
Embracing my own creativity and taking it out to the world.
Sharing WWRL with a new community.
Increasing membership of younger women in my hoop.
Tithing to WWRL with my own efforts towards right livelihood

Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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New lodgekeepers join Red Lodge trustees in 2014

S

usan Landau (secretary) is from Cambria, CA. Susan served
on the WWRL Interim Board as treasurer and later on
the Board of Trustees as treasurer and as secretary. She cofacilitated Long Dance in 2006 and then again in 2012. Susan
brings an array of organizational skills including expertise in
technology. “Stepping up as secretary provides me with an
opportunity to serve this organization to which I am so connected,” Susan notes. “I am excited to be a part of the inner
workings of WWRL with others who are dedicated to bringing
woman’s way into our world.”

W

ater Albin (at large), a nurse from Tumwater, WA, has
long experience in our community through Long Dance
leadership. Water offers a willingness to be
present, listen, foster
consensus, attempt to
be clear and heart-centered, and she brings
a sense of excitement.
She is intrigued and drawn by our new outreach efforts as a Welcoming
Community, especially our inclusion of men. “Facilitating Long Dance in
2012 gave me a deeper connection to our women’s community,” Water
reflects, “and I received precious gifts from that service. The personal
call to join the Red Lodge board caused me to take a new, long look at
Red Lodge. I am inspired to step up because Kristina called me out.”

S

himmer Lee (Rebecca Christ) (at large) is studying for a Master’s in Social Work in Phoenix, AZ. Now a member of the
Flagstaff Hoop, she has been involved in WWRL’s Flagstaff activities for four years. Besides utilizing skills from her professional
work, Shimmer Lee brings experience with grassroots, community organizing and advocacy. “Being able to express my spiritual
and womyn self in a community-oriented way has helped me to
ground into my truest self,” she acknowledges. “Red Lodge is so
much more than an organization; it is a living and breathing being, full of magick and mystery. This organization and the efforts
that come from it have changed my life in so many beautiful
ways, and I feel extremely excited at the prospect of becoming
more deeply involved.”
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Dear Sharma. . .Thank you for your Lodgekeeper service

W

hat a blessing it was for Red Lodge that
you s-t-r-e-t-c-h-e-d yourself to travel all
the way across the continent to meet with our
Lodgekeeper circle! Thank you so much for seeing the need and stepping in to be our Secretary
for 2013. Your YES was a resounding affirmation
of how important Red Lodge is in all of our lives.
Thank you for finding a way each month to weave
so many strands of your love for Red Lodge into
your full life as a mother of two growing children,
a dedicated school teacher, visionary hoop facilitator, artist and more!
Thank you for sharing your clear, discerning
spirit with us. Your willingness to listen to the
circle and then speak your own truth was deeply
appreciated by all of us. In this year when our
BIG focus was developing a sustainable leadership paradigm that truly blends taking care to
meet each other in sacred space while tending
the many practicalities of running a business,
your minutes helped us to follow the threads
and captured the aliveness of the process.
Thank you!
How beautiful, at our July Retreat, to see you
swimming like a Nordic mermaid alongside
Mary in Quartermaster Harbor. Thank you for
bringing that playful strength and sense of adventure as you plunged us into fund drive planning early in
our year – so important in contributing to our wonderful success!
Your art is such an inspiration, too. When handing people the new Red Lodge business card with your
“red moons” image, we hear “Oooo! I like this one – who did the art?” Thank you for sharing proceeds
from your Etsy account with Red Lodge. And what a joy to include your stunning photos in Hearth letters
and announcements. You have no idea how much it lights up Mary and Kristina’s hearts to receive your
photos just when a page layout needs to come ALIVE! Mmmm…. surely there’s more. Oh yes, thank you
for your bold, earthy design for our members-only Leadership Hoop Blog (wwrlhoop.blogspot.com), one
more example of your consistent willingness to lean in, all year long.
Thank you for carrying our principle of willingness to play and laugh at ourselves. For your clear way of showing up and your clear way of knowing when to let go, thank you from all our hearts. Your presence in Red
Lodge and as a woman’s way leader in the world is such a blessing, sister.
With love and respect,
Kristina, writing on behalf of all the Lodgekeepers
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Moving with open hearts into a welcoming community
by Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair

S

everal friends who walk as two-spirit in the world occasionally join the Wednesday night sweatlodge on
Burton Hill. One recently posted on FB page the recognition of Hijras in Bangladesh, people who are neither
man nor woman but their own unique gender, and they will be accorded all rights of education and citizenship.
Brings to mind also the tribe to the north of here where there are 72 different delineations for gender.
These days, many groups are exploring appropriate and inclusive responses to expanding gender awareness.
Fluid gender identification is not something that is out there in the world; increasingly it’s right here at home,
in our families, our friends, our communities. There have been a couple of times that questions about this have
arisen for us in Red Lodge. As lodgekeepers, we want to be pro-active.
As you have heard, 2013 has been a year of standing strongly in the center of the 15 Principles We Share.
Over the year, as we lodgekeepers explored our feelings, our fears and our dreams in gender discussion, we
returned again and again to these Principles for guidance, inspiration and reassurance. At our July Retreat with
Paulabeing as our Witness and with the support and help of Megan Kennedy, a sexual minority mental health
counselor, facilitator of BGLT support group for youth and member of King County Coalition against Domestic
Violence, we agreed that it is time to stand with our Principles as a Welcoming Community, to affirm inclusion
and diversity in Woman’s Way Red Lodge.

Sometimes this kind of statement can seem academic or pro-forma. In case you doubt its very real effect, read
Carol’s story. So as we move into discovering what this may mean for us on the ground in Red Lodge, I hope
you will keep these thoughts with you:
WWRL Lodgekeepers believe it is possible to create places and forms that meet diverse needs. Working together we can find safe spaces for men and women to explore, speak openly and heal historical, cultural and
personal wounds related to sexuality, victimization and patriarchal domination. So let’s assure ourselves that
this is a process involving all of us together exploring what it means and how we can hold a vision that all are
welcome in Red Lodge, that there is a place at the table for every voice. Slowly, as best we are able, step by
step, in right timing, we will work to fulfill the commitment to inclusion and diversity of our Welcoming Statement. We look to you today to help us consider our own next steps.
And secondly, as we embrace this gender discussion, we may be asked to enter new territory, to stretch beyond what is familiar and comfortable. We encourage you too to turn to the Principles We Share for guidance:
living from the core, direct spiritual access, witnessing, inclusiveness & acceptance, reverence for life, embracing paradox, opening to mystery. These are the values on which Red Lodge is founded.

SAVE THE DATE
for COMPASSIONATE LISTENING
Saturday, March 15 at Sacred Groves

Building Skills for Conflict Evolution
A Workshop with Therese Charvet sponsored by WWRL
Tentative follow-up on Saturday, April 19
Woman’s Way Red Lodge		
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Exploring gender awareness:
Next Steps in becoming a Welcoming Community
by Kristina Turner

“W

hen did you first become
aware of your own gender?” “I don’t know,” was my initial
reply, when Madrone asked this
question at a Lodgekeeper meeting
last March. And, I admit I thought
the question was rather pointless,
until I began in earnest to explore
how to answer it in a spirit of curiosity and wonder. Now, I have come to
appreciate the fascinating conversation this question is stirring in Red
Lodge as we educate ourselves and
take steps to become a welcoming
community to people of all genders
and sexual orientations.
For gender, it turns out, is a slippery topic that opens into the very
mystery of life. As this chart shows,
sex does not equal gender. Even
though one gender is almost always
assigned to us at birth, each of us
also comes in our own timing to
identify as girl or boy, and later as
woman or man, to express how we
interpret and view our inner life.
And that inner life may or may not
match the anatomy we were born
with. From the inside, being “born
a woman” does not mean the same
thing to all people who self-identify with being a woman.

Active listening skills help us share gender perceptions
At our Red Lodge Annual Gratitude Gathering in early December, we took a deeper look into our own perceptions of gender by asking, “When did you first become aware of your gender, that you have a specific gender?”
For a lively conversation, we chose a partner, and each pair tossed a balloon back and forth as one person
deepened their exploration into gender awareness and the other served as a witness and active listener. In
case you’d like to try this in your hoop or circle, here’s how it works:
--- MORE
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Partner A tosses her partner the initial question as s/he tosses the balloon.
Partner B replies and tosses it back.
For the next 5 minutes, each time B speaks, Partner A listens intently, then replies with any of these 4 responses
as s/he tosses the balloon back.
Tell me more...
What happened next?
What interests you now about this?
What is your soul’s experience of this?
After 5 minutes, switch so the other partner can
be the active listener.
I invite you to pause now. Imagine that balloon
toss coming to you. “When did you first become
aware of your gender?” What would you say?

Preparation leads to deepening and discovery
To prepare to lead this partner exercise on gender awareness, Erin and I bounced emails back and forth. Here’s
what we discovered:
From: Kristina Turner		

Date: Dec 3, 2013		

To: Erin McCusker

Hi Erin,
Becoming aware of gender in my childhood, I come to a memory from 2nd grade, when our class was on a field
trip, lined up in the front entryway of the dinosaur museum, waiting for it to open. We could see the brontosaurus through the glass doors and we were very excited to go in and stand under it. The teacher was shushing
us. And at that moment, Ricky, a smart-alec joker who was standing right behind me, lifted up my line-partner
Katy’s skirt. Her reptilian brain kicked in and she quite naturally screamed. The teacher immediately made all
30 of us turn around, march back onto the school bus and go back to our classroom.
I have told that story for umpteen years. And I didn’t get until this morning that the teacher was indirectly reprimanding RICKY, not KATY!!!!! I totally took her stern look as aimed at stupid girls screaming.
And, of course, all the boys reinforced my interpretation by making a big deal out on the playground about
Katy screaming, for a long time after that day. While I continued to fume at the injustice of ALL of us having to
pay for RICKY’S STUPID BOY violation.
What helped me see this scene through the poor flummoxed teacher’s eyes was reviewing the scene as I imagined you and me tossing the balloon back and forth, with you listening intenty and saying:
--- MORE
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Tell me more...
What happened next?
What interests you now about this?
What is your soul’s perspective on this?
When I answered the last two questions, I saw how this whole scene was a learning for my soul about the long
lasting power of one teacher’s choice in one moment, to reinforce stereotypes about gender. I was able to go
back and forgive the teacher, and even to laugh about holding onto this memory for all these years. I feel like I
finally made it through those double doors to see the dinosaur!
I’m curious what happens for you if you take an early memory of gender awareness and imagine doing a
balloon toss with these 4 listener responses. Let me know.
Love,
Kristina
From: Erin McCusker		

Date: Dec 4, 2013		

To: Kristina Turner

Good morning Kristina - I so appreciate your story. I have been thinking back through my youth and trying to
pinpoint that moment of gender identity. It has been really hard.
Tell me more...
I identified as a girl from a young age but without any negative feelings. The oldest of three girls, I grew up
wandering outdoors, playing dress up, getting wood, playing with dolls, weeding the garden and playing with
Tonka trucks and matchbox cars… so I didn’t have definitive lines drawn early on. When I got older, around 10,
I heard more from Dad about, “Wouldn’t it be great to just have one boy to do...” My tomboy phase coincided
with becoming aware of Dad’s “disappointment” with not having a son.
What happened next?
As a teen, I recognized that being a girl did not necessarily mean I got
to do anything that I wanted. I also realized the consequences of the
dynamics of my parent’s marriage. It had always been “Dad’s way is
best”. Mom never felt empowered to stand up for herself. In spite of this
dynamic, I have felt good with being born a woman.
What interests you now about this?
I have had very few personal episodes of outrage - however, I wonder if I
have just ignored it or not been paying attention. I have been in typically
female-oriented professions - librarianship and teaching - and have felt
able to move and grow in both. (That is also a stereotype as there are
many men in both professions). I have a husband who is fabulously willing to be in partnership with me. My
ideas and needs matter. I have sons who are respectful of all people.
--- MORE
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Yet, last night, as Neil and I were watching a documentary on prohibition…the point was made that men drank
to “feel like MEN” and “to take control.” Women were among the first to actively lobby against alcohol. . .
However, it was a man who actually made progress in getting the prohibition amendment enforced. . .History
credits one man for doing more than all the years of women’s efforts. I felt this burning in my core that our
culture is this way. Aaaahh!!
What is your soul’s perspective on this?
I have just remembered a time when gender smacked me in the face – most likely my wake-up call. I was in
a college poli-sci class. I loved the class - the professor (male) was fantastic. One day, however, we were discussing the National Organization of Women and one of the male students made a very derogatory comment
about the leadership of NOW - something to do with the chair being a “dyke” - a negative comment not only
about women but about lesbians too.
I remember being so angry…I couldn’t just let it go. My good friend encouraged me to go see the professor and
ask to comment on it in class. The professor was great - encouraging and supportive. At the next class, I would
share some valid information about NOW and ask us to think a bit about how we talk about people. Interestingly
enough, the male student who had made the derogatory comments wasn’t in class. I made my presentation and
the professor moved us on. I always felt badly about the professor after that - that student never missed another
class and I wondered why he had missed that class in particular and if the professor alerted him.
This was a learning for me and part of why I am so called to empower women… Empowerment of men needs to
take place as well - an empowerment of their souls - they are more than what our culture says they should be…I
hadn’t thought about that for a long time, but it was very impactful for me. I never have felt that I could stand up
and speak for my ideas or for what was right because it would be given short shrift out there in the “public.”
So my soul’s perspective is to find that young woman’s passion and begin to share it again. And I understand
my fear of that so much better now. This also clarifies for me the concerns that I had as we began the gender
discussion within our Lodgekeeper Circle. I had a deep-seated fear that no matter what, men will win the day
over a woman. It also helps me to understand why I was feeling this need to protect a space for women only.
Wow! I have certainly dredged up some history and led you through much of my life and thoughts. Thanks so
much for encouraging me to go deeper in my thoughts on this.
Love,
--- MORE
Erin
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Next steps in becoming a Welcoming Community

A

fter this partner sharing, we met in small groups to brainstorm next steps. How can we affirm the empowering safe harbor we have created for women in Red Lodge while we also take grounded steps to welcome
all genders and people of all sexual orientations in inclusive and diverse ways in our Red Lodge communities?
As we move into 2014, WWRL Lodgekeepers will consider how to support our community in a realistic way
that reflects our diverse needs, desires and dreams in
safe and respectful ways. Coming out of our small group
discussions at the Annual Gratitude Gathering, here are
ideas we can all consider:
• Start a co-ed hoop – Aubrey interested in 2015;
consider opening existing Hoop to men, perhaps
initially as guest participants in a special gathering
• Vision of a truth mandala or a re-gathering of The
Cry, the Song & the Dance – women and men
speak together about the “heteronormative
strait jacket” – share openly together about
ways people have been hurt – and begin healing.
Possible model: women with women, men with
men, women and men
• Circle conversations inviting transgender people
to participate – discuss the difficult questions, so
that our hearts open
• Redefine the heteronormative story about gender
• Honor women-born group and continue providing places for women-born women; also support
men-born groups
• Mixed gender Bone Lodges to grow understanding about the sacred gatherings of women
• Gender-honoring ceremony at Summer Solstice
• Hearth Letter article about Aubrey’s and Joe’s group experience exploring the sacred feminine / sacred
masculine in women’s and men’s groups
• Call a writers’ gathering to rewrite the gender story
• Convene a singer/song-writer gender-fluid gathering – write & sing new songs
• Start a Book Club on gender
• Include art about gender [in our exploration of Welcoming Community]
• Recognize gender is a social construct
• Practice understanding issues and educating ourselves. Possible exercise: If you were born the
opposite gender, how would you be different? Or would you?
• Share education and history about gender
We encourage you to reflect on our Red Lodge principles of Living From the Core, Reverence for Life, Witnessing, Inclusiveness and Acceptance as you continue to educate yourself and discuss gender awareness in your
Red Lodge circles. Every voice in our circle matters and we are finding our way together. To share what you
discover, we encourage you to be in touch with welcomingcommunity@wwrl.org
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Our welcoming intentions encourage a struggling heart
by Carol Burke

S

ome experiences in the long journey of mothering are shared by many. Others aren’t so common, and
some are downright rare. When an experience is uncommon, it can be very tough to find anyone who
has walked the same walk. It can even be hard to find anyone who has considered the walk you are on, who
has given any thought that your path might be rough and lonely. It can be hard to find anyone who wants to
take the time to understand. Motherhood can be a solitary and confusing road. I know it can be very different depending on where you live. Here in conservative rural Virginia, my experience of motherhood has
been very isolating and lonely.
My eldest son, Ryan, is gay. I knew Ryan was gay from the time he was in preschool; the signs were there, but
he didn’t come out until he was in college. Once he did, I began telling some family and friends. Most of those
who knew Ryan were not surprised, and they were supportive because they knew him, they loved him, it
didn’t matter. But there were a few who were not supportive. Some said hurtful, uninformed things. Even with
all the progress that has been made, there is still so much intolerance and hatred. They said Ryan could choose
to be straight if he wanted to be straight. They said my husband and I caused Ryan to be gay, like we are magicians, able to create a gay son and a straight son. They said Ryan was screwed up.
These comments hurt, really hurt, and I became very careful talking about Ryan. As Ryan came further out, I
found myself heading into the closet, especially here in rural Virginia where I live, where I don’t know anyone
who has a gay son. Here where I live, this just isn’t discussed.
And “further out” is an understatement. Ryan is not only a gay man; he is a gay man who has a passion for using
make-up, clothes, and other props to create characters, often dreaming up personas that are gender-fluid. Take a
look at the photographs in the character/self section of his website. That’s him. Those are his designs, his make-up,
his photography, his face. That’s Ryan, all of them.
So now I not only have a gay son, but I have a gay son who enjoys dressing up, often as a woman; a son whose identity as an artist revolves around creating and photographing a never-ending stream of beautiful, haunting, out-ofthis-world women. A new one every week. Or even every few days. He sends photos of himself to my cell phone. For
a long time, I did not share them with anyone as I struggled to understand and accept my son and his passion, fighting with the hard-wiring in my head that tells me what men should look like and do. Most of us are programmed to
expect a certain way of being and acting, so people like Ryan can really rock the boat. I know he has rocked mine.
And if it has been difficult for me, how could I expect anyone else to understand? I know in my heart that what
is important is not how he dresses but who he is. I know my son, I love him, and I am in awe of his bravery
as he follows his heart and puts himself out there, showing the world exactly the ways he wants to be seen. I
want to be as brave as he is. I want to feel just as comfortable talking about Ryan as I feel when I talk about my
younger son and his new wife, his graphic design job and other things about his life. I want it to be okay, to be
easy, to be comfortable for me to talk about Ryan, and for it to be okay and easy and comfortable for others to
hear it. But in my experience, where I live, it’s not. It’s just not.
This was the situation when the Red Lodge Hearth Letter came into my awareness in September. Mary Shackelford is my sister-in-law. We both married Burke men a long time ago; when Tom and I visited Jim and Mary on
--- MORE
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Vashon a few years back, Mary told me about Red Lodge. Since then, from time to time, I check out the website and read a Hearth Letter or two, out of curiosity and interest. Just by happenstance, I opened the recent
Hearth Letter. I read about Red Lodge becoming a Welcoming
Community. And here is where the words fail me. I can’t fully express my feelings at that moment when I read about your Welcoming Community plans. I dropped everything to send Mary an
email, to let her know I had read the Hearth Letter and to share
my gratitude that this topic - this topic that is in my heart and in
my head every day – is on your agenda.
Your work on this topic is important, so important. Every effort
to welcome and include, rather than exclude, matters. Your plans
have eased my loneliness, lifted my spirits, given me strength.
To all of you in Red Lodge, thank you so very much for taking
the time to understand, to welcome people of all genders and
sexual orientations and to help a person like me, often lonely
and isolated here in rural Virginia, feel connected, supported
and reassured. Your focus on inclusion makes a difference and
moves us all forward.

2014 Hoops are percolating. . .SAVE THE DATE!

A

re you interested in starting a Red Lodge hoop in 2014? Or do you plan to nurture and deepen
your exploration of our 15 Principles in a continuing woman's way hoop? Save the date and join
us for our annual Red Lodge Hoops conference call:

Thursday, Jan 9, 2014
6 PM Pacific Time
Dial in #: 1-267-507-0240
Conference Code: 968568
Weaving the Hoop That Connects is one of our most successful ongoing programs in Red Lodge. A
beautiful handbook guides new facilitators to create a welcoming intergenerational woman's way
circle that meets once a month for 9-months. Every year on this call, we create a group intention for
hoops in the coming year.
We are excited that in the spirit of welcoming community, along with our women's hoops, mixed
gender Red Lodge hoops may start forming in some locations in 2014. Weaving the Hoop Handbook
is free to all Red Lodge members. We suggest browsing it beforehand to enhance your participation
in this call. To request a copy, click here.
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Women form Red Lodge Hoop in Jamaica
A long time ago, in the 1980’s, when there was a Moonlodge on Vashon Island, Tressa Azpiri belonged to the
Blue Moon Hoop. Although Hoop members dispersed and Tressa moved to Jamaica, the women stayed connected and occasionally, when Tressa returns to visit family on Vashon Island, Blue Moon Hoop reconvenes.
This fall, inspired by our new Red Lodge Moonlodge, Tressa reached out to Jamaican women to talk about starting a Red Lodge Hoop there. Lo and behold! so it has come to pass. Here is her story:

I

’m spending time each day focusing on Red Lodge ideas and how to share cultural difference to ignite and
honor the feminine in our communities. Yesterday I met with a few women to discuss a possible hoop. Weaving and braiding are traditions for women here, so we will weave a banana and coconut bark canoe to hold our
vision. Later we will launch this as our symbol of joining in a hoop and becoming part of Woman’s Way Red Lodge.
The eldest interested woman is 77 and the youngest is just 12. When I asked if she would work with a group
of women to weave the ‘boat’ and create positive ways for women to share and celebrate being female in our
village, she responded, “Oh, I have good ideas!”
Today we cleaned pimento (berries off trees you might call allspice) and spoke of being women, sharing and
creating a Red Lodge Hoop here. Oh, you can only imagine the laughter that rolled as I spoke with and listened
to these women. I think we might be more a HOOT than a hoop! The ideas
they each carry, how each woman expresses what is ‘needed’ and how to
achieve these goals, filled a few good hours.
Here every meeting is called to order, notes are taken and a prayer of ending is used for closure. In attendance: Primrose, Olive, Shavel, Jashana, Bev,
Clover, Cynthia and Tressa.
Tressa read words from Woman’s Way Red Lodge and spoke about her Hoop in
America and the value it holds. The women expressed interest in business opportunities to create an income using the things around us. Pimento, banana
bark, loofah, etc. Tressa talked about being a time for women to gather, pray,
sing, make music and share from the heart. This turned the conversation to the
‘importance’ of productivity at meetings. NO IDLERS ALLOWED! Come on time,
meet, work share. NO CHATTING. Hoop chat stays in the hoop.
Some want no photos. Others say YES photos. Clover wants to film a documentary on Jamaican crafts made from natural fibers so the art is not lost. She
‘assured me’ that my camera has a movie feature ‘button’. She found it, and I
made a small movie of her chopping and peeling banana bark. Hilarious!
Talk turned to creating a Hoop Hut for our meetings. What we need: block,
sand, cement, rock, gravel (foundation). What we envision: bamboo walls,
thatch roof, true windows and door. True floor????? What men can we ‘trust’
to help us build a hoop center? David, Calby, TJ, Alrick, Brandon and Chin.
--- MORE
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As we talked, laughed and shared each woman’s personal desires,
we created a boat of banana bark to fill with gifts of natural fibers
to release to Mother Earth. I suggested we have a special ceremony
corresponding with a turtle hatching to honor our forming a hoop.
(“WHAT? It will sink! You crazy girl!”)
We closed with ‘Too blessed to be stressed’ and more laughter.
We hope to weave a hoop that honors the richness of culture, compassion, community, personal growth and a vision to pass these gifts
from generation to generation. They strive to share their gifts of
knowledge from their elders with neighbors, daughters, nieces, sisters
and all men and boys who want to learn. It is their idea to create and
publish a handbook describing how to use the natural fibers that grow
here to make crafts to sell.
We met on Sunday, six women. Interesting. I am walking this path gently
in respect for the Christian ways here. Earth, water, fire and air were
easily approached. I read from Weaving the Hoop Handbook and shared
some words Mary sent. I stopped often, explaining that ‘Spirit’ can be
the same as ‘God’, for ‘God’ is as we each understand him/her/it.
The small beginning Hoop in Jamaica will honor the new moon this
Saturday night by visiting and swimming in a phosphorescent lagoon
called Glistening Waters. It requires a few hours of driving together
which I hope invites empowering conversation to guide us forward.

Icilda Pearson
I have grown many children, some I
birthed and others came to me. I
hold a gift in cherishing, nurturing
and guiding the young ones. Life provides opportunities. We are blessed
with good soil, a peaceful and large
yard to grow our food and lots of
love. We have no inside kitchen or
bathroom, no current and we walk
with our water. We work together
celebrating that we have life and live
in peace.

The true ‘uniting’ as a Hoop requires strong deer medicine which I am
focused on. Approaching a different way of seeing our own spirituality
feels threatening to these women in many ways. Words like ‘lodge’ hold evil implications. A gentle, warm and
loving approach full of respect for who they are and all that they know, loving them up just as they are is as far
as I have reached with forming a ‘Hoop’.
--- MORE

Banana bark boat created by the Red Lodge Hoop women of Jamaica.
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We have gathered three times now. Jamaicans do not ‘do time’. If a
meeting is scheduled 2-4 PM, nobody arrives before 2:45. As the ones
that came earlier prepare to depart, others arrive AFTER 4! I find it difficult to hold focus in a circle with a revolving door. I repeat words and
readings too many times. So it goes.
Hummingbird is also very present in our gatherings. These are ‘bush
women’ that do not leave the village (have not visited the sea in years).
I speak of enjoying the ‘succulent nectar of life’ to enjoy ‘God’s gifts’
that are abundant here. SO, for our next hoop meeting, I gathered them
in my truck and drove to Falmouth. We played word games and laughter rolled. As the sun set, we stepped into a glass-bottom boat (the first
time ever in a boat for these women and AT NIGHT to boot) and went
out to sea. Once it was well dark, we set off a sky lantern with a prayer
Jashana Hawkins
of love and respect for all. When we returned to the lagoon, Jashana
I am 12 years old and the secondand I swam in the phosphorescent waters, splashing up a delightful
born girl child to my Mother. I love
sight as the others cheered with joy. What a night!
water: swimming, drinking, listening to, and chasing and catching
Tressa Azpiri
river shrimp. I am happiest when in
I gather with Jamaican
the water because I feel free to be
women learning and
me. I am a member of the weaving
embracing their dance
hoop as I want to know the secrets
and songs of female
celebration. I am a hoop of crafting and cooking that my
sister, a daughter, a sis- elders provide.
ter and a mother.

Monthly Open Circles in Moonlodge
Our beautiful new round moonlodge on Burton
Hill, Vashon, WA is open to all women for rest
and renewal. Drop in any time. For moonlodge
rhythms and directions, click here. Blessed is
woman’s connection to the moon. Spread the
word - bring your sisters!
Join Mary one Sunday evening each month
for an informal moonlodge gathering open to
all women.

4th Sundays, 6:30-7:30 PM
To schedule a women's gathering in the moonlodge, please contact Mary.
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Talking Stick
In the circle way, we each sit on the rim of the bowl, Spirit holding the center. Each
speaks a story, in turn. When all stories are spoken into the bowl, there is a tangible,
bigger story that enlarges our own. It has substance, like a weaving, a tapestry.
And so we sit in the bowl of our Red Lodge circle, pass the Talking Stick and
share our stories. This month, the Stick passes to Polly Taylor from Olympia, WA.
Are you sitting on the rim of this bowl? Do you have something to weave through the center of our circle
here? Speaking from the heart, your story is welcome. Contact us.

Unbridled Joy
by Polly Taylor

R

ecently I was asked about a moment of unbridled joy - there are many in my life, and this is the
story that wanted to be shared.

It is autumn. My kindred sister companion of
nearly 30 years is with me on the trail. We are
deep in the wild-ness of the rainforest. Sunny
blue sky peeks through the forest canopy and
cool, crisp air brings autumn’s freshness to us –
a perfect day to hike. There is so much to take
in, to take inside our core. The trees are mostly
evergreen but there are some deciduous whose
leaves are now yellow- glowing in the sunlight.
The trail follows many creeks with cold clear water cascading down – we are refreshed just by their sight
and sound. The forest is lush and sacred beauty is all around us. It is sacred here and we paused to give
thanks for the beauty of this day and of this place and for the gift of our friendship and presence here.
We hike mostly in silence so we may blend with the forest, in silence so we can feel the stillness and
open our senses to smell the earth, to hear the trees move in response to the wind, to feel the breeze
on our own faces, to hear the birdsong and water flowing.
We watch the golden leaves make their journey to the earth breast. There are so many it is like a special
performance just for us. Floating gently down on the breeze in a delicate dance or whirling and spinning
fast down to their place of rest. They are returned to the mother and will later nourish new life. Such is
the mystery and magic of the Mother.
--- MORE
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Such utter bliss I feel this day. The joy of being fully present to the beauty. The joy of deep connection to all that is sacred. I am filled with gratitude for my good health and strong enough
body that carries me on this journey. Grateful too, for the deep abiding loving friendship we have
grown and nourished all these years. We have supported and shared much over these decades.
This day fills me up and will carry me far.
Here I sit writing of this time in yet another sacred place of wild-ness. Resting against my grandmother
tree, whose wisdom and healing energy guides me. And as if on cue, some leaves, green of summer
fall to the earth, a gentle reminder of this moment of joy and that this is the story I am to share.
When I hike, I often recite this poem by Nancy Wood:

My Help is in the Mountain
My help is in the mountain
where I take myself to heal
the earthly wounds
that people give to me.

So I must stay for a long time,
until I have grown from the rock,
and the stream is running through me,
and I cannot tell myself from one tall tree.

I find a rock with sun on it,
and a stream where the water runs gentle,
and the trees which one by one
give me company.

Then I know that nothing touches me,
nor makes me run away.
My help is in the mountain
that I take away with me.

My friend and her family moved recently -- too far away for frequent moments of companionship,
but she is always with me on the trail in any season, especially in the autumn on this trail.
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Creation Workshops: tools to connect self and spirit
Red Lodge is proud to sponsor a new workshop series offered by Paula Rathbun. Here is her description:

WHAT Create medicine tools with your hands and heart in your community of beloveds. Use them to

help connect to what is right and good for you, as well as to support what you are calling into the world.
Explore your relationship with all beings and life on Earth. Be witnessed and find healing.

WHEN Today. Tomorrow. Now. Every day is a good day to welcome the strength and guidance of ‘good
medicine’ to facilitate you along your path. Listen to the call…
HOW It is simple and powerful and good. Choose to host a workshop in your area for your dear ones.

Using a template-flyer I provide, you promote the event. Workshop day, we gather, I teach, you all create! This includes instruction on how to care for your sacred item as a living being here to assist you on
your journey. To close, I will teach a bonding ceremony to begin your relationship with the sacred item.
As an honored host: you will receive your workshop and materials at no cost, in gratitude of your efforts
and hosting. All workshops include materials, teaching and take-home instructions.

In the past many years, people have had me create sacred medicine tools for them. Now I am calling you
out to create your own to begin to feel connected to your own medicine. Creating tools for self, community, to connect to spirit. Crafting these tools helps us remember our connection to all beings. In these
gatherings you are offered an opportunity to explore how materials connect to each other to be what
is good and right for you and what you are calling out into the world. Explore within your own self what
your connection is to this medicine tool. To be witnessed and held.
A % of each workshop will be donated to WWRL to continue to
support that good work.
Email Paula Rathbun for more information, fees and photos.

Kits are also available. Great for the giving!
Click here to contact Paula.
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Re-introducing ZENDAYA: Sacred Yellow Drum!
by Madrone
n May 28, 2011, Sacred Yellow Drum (SYD) took form on this earthly realm. On September 23, 2013, this
being, who has changed our lives in so many ways, was named Zendaya: Sacred Yellow Drum. We gathered to celebrate the turning of the season from summer to fall and to celebrate her naming. It was an extremely windy Flagstaff day, and the temperatures had dropped entering the fall season. We were at the tail
end of the wettest monsoon season since 1919 so our usual spot in the field was a small lake! As the sun set, it
was a welcome surprise when we had over 40 people and one dog attend the ceremony.

O

As Keeper of this drum, it came to me early on that SYD’s name would begin with a “Z” because of her buzzzzzz
sound. Though this part was crystal clear to me, we held a drum trance, learned more about our new friend
SYD, and still no concrete name. During her first year, we took the drum to a local elementary school for the
kids to drum with her. A small boy spoke the name to me when I shared that we were listening for “Z” names.
Before he left, he said “Zendaya.” I wrote it down, and it stuck.
Life brought me much shift and change the next year, and I was in no place to hear anything clearly so we
waited patiently. Then, when I came “out of the cave,” there were moments when the name Zendaya “slipped”
out of my mouth rather then SYD. The few others who were holding this with me had similar experiences. We
knew it was indeed the right name.
At the naming this past fall, ShimmerLee brought a huge piece of art. For two years, she worked on this piece
for Zendaya, incorporating left over pieces from the wood of Z’s stand. We had to strap the painting to a tree
due to the wind! You can see the brightness of the yellow, glittery, and shining rays rising upward. Zendaya has
been this shining sun for many of us, perhaps because we had a sunrise ceremony for her at Sunset Crater two
days after she was birthed; perhaps because we were surprised when we first received her skin to see it was
painted yellow (the color of community); perhaps because she buzzes like a bee, and they are yellow.
Grace, who was at the Sunrise Ceremony for Zendaya when she
was just born and a member of our drum council and Hoop,
made a beautiful name card. As we passed it around, each person looked and saw her name, Zendaya! They then whispered it
to the net person, each opening the card to see what the name
was inside. When that was complete, each person who had participated in her birth and care over the last two years, moved to
the center of the circle, encircling Zendaya and facing out to the
circle of participants to read a line from her herstory. After each
line, all those attending said together, “My name is Zendaya!”
My hides were taken from the spine of two 4-leggeds, Bison:
My Name is Zendaya!
My frame is made of pine: My Name is Zendaya!
My drumming surface is 28 inches in diameter to represent the
cycles of the moon: My Name is Zendaya!
--- MORE
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After my hides dried, one side stretched to 29 inches, still representing the differences in all our moon cycles:
My Name is Zendaya!
The sides of my frame are 13 inches tall for the cycles of the moon: My Name is Zendaya!
I love the “holy wood” Palo Santo as it is cleansing and strengthening: My Name is Zendaya!
I am a piece of Woman’s Way Red Lodge that came to ground in Northern Arizona: I am Zendaya!
My Mother is Otter Woman who has drummed with the Woman’s Way Long Dance community for 24 years:
My Name is Zendaya!
My Sister drum is Buffalo Heart the Woman’s Way Red Lodge Mother Drum: My Name is Zendaya!
I have been here before but was birthed again on May 28, 2011 by women from four different states: My
name is Zendaya!
I was born in a beautiful house on Shultz Pass Road, and Otter Woman and Buffalo Heart drummed for six
hours while I was mid-wifed by my sisters: My Name is Zendaya!
Men and women came to welcome me at sunrise at Sunset Crater May 30, 2011: My Name is Zendaya!
My awakening ceremony was on June 12, 2011 right here at Buffalo Park: My Name is Zendaya!
A small boy from Sechrist School first uttered my name when I was visiting his after school program: My name
is Zendaya!
People have seen bear on my surface: My Name is Zendaya!
People have seen butterfly on my surface: My Name is Zendaya!
People have seen deer on my surface: My Name is Zendaya!
People have felt and understood new parts of themselves
listening to my beat and even heard the elephant’s feet!: My
Name is Zendaya!
The “Z” in my name means yellow in Mohawk: My Name is
Zendaya!
The “Day” in my name reminds you that the sun will come out
again: My Name is Zendaya!
The “Ya” in my name means sisterhood: My Name is Zendaya!
The “Zen” in my name emphasizes the importance of meditation and the value of listening to our own
intuition: My name is Zendaya!
--- MORE
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I have drummed at three Woman’s Way Red Tents and created flow with my sisters: My Name is Zendaya!
People have come together in community to play me and remember the heartbeat of the earth: My Name
is Zendaya!
The earth and its beings feel my heart beating: My Name is Zendaya!
I am your community Mother drum. My Name is Zendaya!
I remind you of your heartbeat and to connect with the earth leaving mundania for a few moments each season: My Name is Zendaya!
I remind you to be gentle and love yourself. I remind you to laugh and sing. I remind you that we are all connected.
My Name is Zendaya!
After this, we had a Yellow Yarn Ceremony. Caitlyn and Alexis took the yarn around the circle for each person to wrap
around their wrist. The last connected to the yarn was Zendaya. We wove our web around our heartbeat and the
heartbeat of the mother-Zendaya. We began to drum. Then we started singing and on this night we were moved
to start with “Deep Down Inside Of Me” eventually inserting each person’s name. Before we knew it, it was almost
dark! This has never happened before: to sing so long with everyone wanting to hear their name sung into community. As it got colder and darker, it was time to close. There was a strong desire, a hunger to drum, and if we had
been warmer with a fire we would have gone on for a much longer time.
This night was Erin’s (WWRL Lodgekeeper and our FlagHoop member) last drum circle in Flagstaff (she moved
to Oregon.) so I asked hers to be the last drumbeat on Zendaya that night. It was a moving moment. We then
circled the drum and everyone made the “Z” bee buzzing sound, moving into a chant of Zen-Day-Ya. It was over
the top! There were tears, hugs, and smiles all around throughout the whole night. It was a beautiful ceremony
and a great naming for our community drum. Thank you to all who hold us from afar and to those who filled
this night with so much magick!
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Sarah Blum’s journey with her book

A warrior takes her message to Washington, DC
by Ruth Raven Rogers

W

hat an eye-opening journey it was to accompany Sarah Blum as she took her new
book, Women Under Fire: Abuse in the Military,
and her message to Washington, DC. to participate in weekend activities around Veterans Day
and spend four days on the Hill, lobbying members of Congress. In her devotion to the cause
and her determination to get her message to the
politicians making military spending decisions,
Sarah put together a grueling schedule.
Carol Long and I accompanied her to help and
support her efforts. As Sarah eloquently advocated for positive change in the culture of abuse
toward women in our military, we learned so
much of the background, research and information Sarah has at her fingertips as she speaks
about the abuse of women in the military. Over
the days we were together, Carol and I became
more educated and enlisted in her cause.
Our first days, through Veterans Day, were spent
at a grand hotel with other women veterans who gathered to celebrate the 20th anniversary of the Vietnam
Women’s Memorial. Sarah told a few of her Vietnam stories at the ceremony on Veterans Day; they are posted
on the website. We enjoyed the camaraderie of Sarah’s fellow warriors, and we happily introduced ourselves
as her “entourage”. We sat on either side of her almost as a shield as we watched the presentation of a gutwrenching play, A Piece of my Heart. In a lighter mode, we also made our way to the Kennedy Center to see
the Enso String Quartet from NYC.
Michelle Elekonich came with us on an excursion to check out the Senate and House Office Buildings where Sarah
spent the week after Veterans Day attending over 70 appointments as she presented her book and the considerable research behind her message to members of the House and Senate. Every evening after dinner Sarah spent
hours with unflagging energy, checking emails and reviewing and confirming her schedule for the following day.
The reception she got was 99% positive with many expressions of eager anticipation for reading her book. Click
here to order a book or make a donation to support Sarah’s mission.
Sarah’s timing was extraordinary as over 20 members of Congress presented an amendment to the defense
budget bill, starting the week we were in Washington DC. As it turned out, the women of the Senate are in bipartisan agreement and put together this amendment. If you watch the Cspan videos of their speeches you get
a great sense of the one place in Congress where our leaders are working together: it’s the women, and they
are beautiful and articulate and intelligent.
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Red Lodge Hoop news . . .

Right: Three Rivers Hoop completes their
third year by creating gratitude cards for each
other. Hoop Sisters sit amongst piles of magazines searching for images for their gratitude
collage cards.

Left: August 25 gathering found
the Shelton Hoop members felting their Medicine Wheel Stone
Pouches. The wool had been
out gathering the full moon and
the full sunlight powers.

Left: At the September
gathering, the Flagstaff
Hoop created a Red Tent. In
December, FlagHoop completes its fourth year with a
GiveAway Ceremony.
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Swiss women create a new mama drum for their circle
by Marianne Grasselli
Le Cercle de Grâce, Switzerland

A

t the end of September we
went to Bernard ‘s place in
France to build and meet our first
mama drum. It is a dream for me,
as the leader for this women’s
circle over 14 years! We are soon
to be 10 women creating solstice
and equinox circles, preparing seasonal rituals and rituals to honor
the sacred feminine, and building
new activities (dreaming of an allday summer ceremony). And now!
We have a mama drum for all to
share in the keeping, first one and
then another.

Bernard is very close to Amerindian rituals, practicing sweat lodges, having his own men’s circle too. For years
he’s “our man” – building with every woman who wishes her own ceremony drum, or painting for her, or making for her with her intentions. When we arrived, Bernard had already prepared the wood: a pear tree fallen in
his farm. After our smudging and invocation, our first work was to prepare the wood to make it soft and then
oiling with a special mixture he made with buffalo oil, essential herbs..and his magic!
Next he showed us the skins: two female – one buffalo and one young cow. In fact it was so emotional! We
cried, feeling the sacrifice for the good of all women, of now, of the past, of the future. And we discovered the
gifts of the female buffalo: 2 teats and some hair left for us! More tears of gratitude.
Then began the work of lacing the skins together. Together, we worked for two days creating our mama drum.
For Monica, it was too much: too emotional, too much smell, too close to the animals’ pain. So we decided for
her to be a little apart creating a ceremonial necklace for the woman who will keep or play the mama drum.
--- MORE
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All during the days of our work, we were thinking about the mama drum name. Leaving it coming, going,
changing. Each new step brought new possibilities. We wanted a name that everyone will feel and integrate.
At the end we had her name: Bisonne Lune which is Buffalo Moon and we were smudging her, touching her,
thanking her for her gifts her presence and expressing our gratitude.
After Bisonne Lune rested and dried at Marie’s, she was taken to our elders. Why? Because the elders of our
circle decided to make the cocoon to protect Bisonne Lune. And they created it as an initiation for the new
crones of our circle. The ones already initiated as elders decided how to symbolize their elder wisdom and put
in the wool. Together with the new elders, they worked the wool with their feet to create “felted wool“ and
sewed it together with cotton because the mama drum is very big. Their initiation time was also with singing,
calling, and so on … but that is a secret for me, as I am not yet an elder.
Meanwhile, we also created a Calling for Bisonne Lune’s waking up ceremony on the 19 December in our Solstice
Circle. And we wrote an Invocation to pray each time before playing our mama drum. Finally, we agreed on a Care
Contract so that as we pass the drum and take turns as her keeper, we all are knowing exactly what to do or not
with this special drum (such as not selling it, but giving it to another circle; not to use as a furniture and such).
I hope our story comes across
with as much gratitude we feel.
It was so deep and strong, I could
not even write or send photos for
a long time. Now, I am happy to
share this story and happy also for
the information about drum traditions and all the kind attention and
support from your Red Lodge. Kiss
and love to you all.

Save the Date for Imbolc Lodge
Saturday, February 1

Barbara Krulich, waterpourer
Mary Shackelford, firetender
Burton Hill Lodge
Vashon Island
Open to all women.
Contact sweatlodge@wwrl.org for more information.
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Giving is hot!!!
by Amy Morrison, administrator
ed Lodge has much to celebrate as we wrap up our 2013 Fall Fund Drive. In just 3 weeks, we raised
$10,876, exceeding our goal and bringing in many new and renewing members.

R

The theme of the Fund Drive was “I Am Red Lodge” and we wanted to show the diversity and faces of Red
Lodge supporters. Professors, librarians, midwives, life coaches, teachers, healers and many more wonderful
women and men make up this unique and vibrant organization. Some supporters submitted a photo of themselves for the “I Am Red Lodge” slideshow, and events were held across the country to raise awareness about
what we do and to invite participation.
At the Vashon film Money and Life, I was struck with the numbers of attendees new to Red Lodge who said
they checked out the website and wanted to sign up to get news of other events. Red Lodge is growing and
reaching even more people. One man, a patent lawyer, said to me, “it’s time we change the paradigm.” Yes!
Back in July at the Lodgekeeper Retreat as we planned the drive, we knew “The Giving is Hot!”
--- MORE

4500 Total dollars pooled by seven donors for a matching fund, which Red Lodge
supporters raised and exceeded
100

Denomination of a bill contributed by an anonymous donor at Vashon
event, upon hearing about the “match”

2006 Year Red Lodge was recognized by the IRS as a 501c3 organization, so that
all contributions are tax-deductible
2

Number of annual Fund Drives Red Lodge has done

53

New and renewing members acquired during the Drive

13

Winners of raffle for handmade necklaces and shawls gifted to Red Lodge
by the women of Sahayatri Nepal

118

Dues-paying members of Red Lodge

473

Supporters who receive emails, attend events, and read Hearth Letter

4

Jamaican women who joined Red Lodge last month as part of beginning a
new Hoop
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As I reflect on our success, I
recall an article that talks about
how giving actually is “hot”!
Brain scientists find that when a
person donates to a cause they
believe in, the pleasure receptors
in the brain are turned on, oxytocin is produced and the same
sensations are evoked as those
one experiences after sex, eating
good food, and using drugs. So I
like to say, donating to Red Lodge
can be more fulfilling than sex,
drugs or chocolate!
Red Lodge donors and members,
give yourselves a pat on the back!
And if you didn’t have a chance
to light up the pleasure sensors
in your brain - ie contribute(!) make your tax deductible contribution before the year ends at
http://womanswayredlodge.org/
donate/ And we invite you to submit a photo for the I Am Red Lodge
slideshow, part 2 by emailing me
for details, and to check out the
Red Lodge Creations of songs and
poetry at Sound Cloud.
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Celebrating our year: we are all these things and more!
by Erin McCusker, lodgekeeper

S

acred Groves was the setting for the 2013 Annual Gratitude Gathering – our Woman’s Way Red Lodge Annual Meeting. Fifteen women braved the cold to celebrate a fantastic year for WWRL. After a year of challenging and fulfilling work, it was time to have a party!

Kelly Ziniewicz opened the gathering with the Haudenosaunee Thanksgiving Address, Greetings to the Natural World. Mary taught us all to weave cordage from sweet grass; as we shared the different ways Red Lodge
has moved in our lives this past year, all the women’s hands were busy. When our
stories were complete (read more), we wove the cordage into a beautiful gratitude hoop. At the end of the day, we gifted the hoop to Tere, Therese and the land
at Sacred Groves in gratitude for hosting us; our stories are held in that beautiful
gathering place and the energy and commitment of our gathering will ripple out
from there as we move into a new year of Red Lodge.
On behalf of all the Lodgekeepers, Kristina honored and thanked Sharma with words
and gifts for her contribution as secretary. Sharma is stepping off the Board of Trustees; her service is deeply appreciated. (Read more.) Mary gifted and thanked Amy Morrison for her above-andbeyond help as Red Lodge administrator and Paula Rathbun for her special support to the Lodgekeepers in 2013.
All shared in a potluck meal of many wonderful dishes, while we continued sharing Red Lodge stories.
The afternoon began with a discussion of our new Welcoming Community statement (read more). We played a balloon toss game that opened doors for partners to deepen their personal feelings about gender. After sharing what
we learned, Kristina presented some helpful information. Then we broke into small groups to brainstorm possibilities
for bringing forward our intentions for inclusiveness and diverse opportunities as a Welcoming Community.
Paula led a visioning to dream in ideas for Red Lodge in 2014. Surfacing from dreaming, each person chose a
seed, bead, or sage leaf to hold our 2014 intentions. We shared our ideas as we put our seeds into the womb
of our Rattle of Intention. After 2014 Lodgekeepers meet in January to clarify intentions and make plans for the
new year, the rattle womb will be closed to allow our intentions to sprout and flower.
By heart consensus agreement, the 2013 Lodgekeepers present wholeheartedly approved the slate for the
2014 WWRL Board of Trustees: 			
Mary G.L. Shackelford, chair			
Kristina Turner, at-large
Aspen Stone, treasurer				
Madrone, at-large
Susan Landau, secretary				
Erin McCusker, at-large
Kelly Ziniewicz, community weaver		
Water Greer, at-large
							
ShimmerLee (Bekka Christ), at-large
Paula’s Transition Blessing for all the lodgekeepers eloquently honored their service as she shared the root
meaning of the word sacrifice – to make holy.
Aspen offered the Closing Blessing with a poem by Black Elk. Our Annual Gratitude Gathering overflowed with
appreciation and joy and laughter and feeling the power and potency of woman’s way in the world.
--- MORE
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At the Annual Gratitude Gathering, we all were invited to share stories about how Red Lodge moves in our lives.
As our hands were busy twisting sweetgrass into cordage for our Hoop of Gratitude, our stories encouraged and
inspired us, and the energy of gratitude, accomplishment and celebration brought forth eloquence and tenderness as our hearts opened to our Red Lodge journey through 2013. We began with Lodgekeepers sharing the
community perspective and invited everyone to share personal perspectives as well. Here is what was spoken:
Community Weaver, Kelly Ziniewicz:
Humankind has not woven the web of life. We are but one thread within it. Whatever we do to the web, we do
to ourselves. All things are bound together. All things connect. – Chief Si’ahl (Sealth/Seattle)
We are but a tapestry. A colorful tapestry, we each a thread that interconnects, woven in and out. To be the
community weaver is to be the bridge between Red Lodge and Long Dance. I envision a time when all Long
Dancers are Red Lodge members. This last year I found joy in working with Sharma to gift the Long Dance Community and the land where Long Dance is held a horse chestnut tree that will bloom with red flowers. Sharma
had a dream of sustainability for the wood that is burned and the keepers of the land desired additional trees
on the land. With the help of Pedge and Barbara we made peace charms that I hung in the tree and on the
heart hoop for our Red Lodge Members. Last year we gifted our RL/LD Sisters with the Tree of Life pendants,
and Long Dance gifted Red Lodge back with memberships for the new women. Our vision to take woman’s way
into the world holds true for both.
Aspen, Treasurer:
What was especially meaningful to me this year was how all the members of the Lodgekeeper Circle worked with the WWRL 15 Principles
during 2013. At our March Retreat, Kristina led us in Sacred Play as each
Lodgekeeper randomly discovered two principles to carry and work with
throughout the year. We all carried Living from the Core together, and
mine were Sustainability and Our Bodies Open Us To Mystery. Through
the year, how we came back, again and again, to check in with the Principles and to bring them into our work tending the hearth of Red Lodge
was very helpful to me. I learned a lot carrying my two Principles.
Madrone, At-Large Member:
This, my first year on the WWRL board, has been a journey. Be careful what you wish for, they say, and I got my
wish both walking through the mud and soaring through the stars this past year. Starting with a beautiful Growing
Trust Lodge Mary facilitated in March, I have been growing strong all year as I walk with my Lodgekeeper sisters.
For me this year we sat in the “mess” of being a cutting edge organization that took on gender and sexuality differences in a pro-active rather than re-active manner. I learned that I had a certain vision and others had theirs.
By July we were in the thick of it, and I remember feeling completely worn out at one particular moment thinking, “all of our hard work is not going to come to fruition.” I remember Kristina asking me, “Madrone, are you
willing to try to see that at the end of this retreat you will be in a place where you will be happy with what we
birth here?” Those were not her exact words but she offered me an invitation; rather than staying in my stuck
and stubborn space, I accepted her invitation. By the end of the working session we were all in a good place
and had created a new Welcoming Community statement and a tiny word shift in our Vision statement clearly
illustrating that WWRL is an organization open to all humans who wish to honor and work with the sacred
feminine no matter gender, sexuality, race, disability or denomination. I was elated and honored to be a part of
a group that is truly trying to do organization differently.
--- MORE
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Erin McCusker, At-Large Member:
For me, this first year as a lodgekeeper in Red Lodge is
like catching a really big wave. I look at it and at first my
breath catches and I’m so uncertain. Then I take a breath
and leap! Here is a sense of exhilaration in combination
with that fluttery feeling in my belly. Then, I catch the swell
and I am flowing with the water! A big moment of riding
the wave came during our first board retreat. Lori Kramer
brought the Community Prayer Bundle to us. As I held the
bundle, I could feel the heartbeat of Gaia and all living beings beating in rhythm with my heart. I could feel how the
work that we do in WWRL will impact all of those heartbeats and would be important for us all. It was a moment
of sweet connection – such utter joy – and also the power
and responsibility – as I got the big picture of what we are really about in Red Lodge – very intensely!
And from other sisters gathered for the day:
Red Lodge is like a quiet, urgent whisper. . .
I bring what I learn in Long Dance and Red Lodge into my work on a regular basis. I am very grateful. I knew
nothing – I was the epitome of someone who had forgotten everything. Red Lodge has given this gift to me
and it’s been really important to bring that back into my community. I feel calm and centered now doing some
of this hippy-dippy stuff at work. A co-worker was sick and I encouraged her by saying, “Really tune into your
body. Rest. Tell your body it can heal itself – let yourself take a few days off.” When she returned to work, she
took me aside and said, “You know what you told me really works!” I have also shared with my co-workers
about the difference between conflict resolution and conflict evolution – and it really works!
Being with women in Red Lodge has shown me it’s possible to do what I love – I’m not crazy for wanting
these things. Now I am stepping in to help others experience what I have. There’s not time to not live fully
– no time to be small.
I see Red Lodge as concentric circles. I’m not stepping into the center leadership, as I am already committed to
leading other circles in my own life, and at the same time I am very grateful Red Lodge is here. I contribute as a
proofreader and that works with my life. I have been inspired by a great many people I have met through Long
Dance and Red Lodge – this has enriched my life tremendously.
Red Lodge is like there’s this giant jump rope going, and I’m saying to myself “OK, go! Now! Jump in!” In the past, I didn’t know
when to go, when to jump. This year there’s several ropes going
– there’s chicks over doin’ double dutch. Lots of options to jump
in! I can get overwhelmed, bombarded with feelings about what’s
happening on the planet, and I have been learning to empty
out. I’m grateful that Red Lodge gives me something to DO. Like
Therese says, “What we’re doing here is just a drop in the ocean
and it all ripples out.” I didn’t know what she meant. Now I know.
--- MORE
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In Red Lodge I learned from Paula how to make little baskets; I taught my mom and now she’s taking it to her
brain tumor support group. I get it – it all ripples out! I feel like I am in the Red Lodge radar and it does nourish
me. I know that if I keep showing up it will help – even the situation in Japan at Fukushima. The good ripples
out. I appreciate everybody letting me jump in and play!
I see Red Lodge as the Tree of Life – the rootfire is spreading from this tree. We send down our rootfire to connect – so that when I have fallen and can’t even stand up myself, this fire is there. . .We are becoming the Red
Lodge principles. We haven’t had anybody to teach us how to walk these principles – how to walk in love on
a wide open spiritual path, without dogma. Now, when I look behind, someone is watching, following me. It’s
about asking “What would love do?” In Red Lodge I have the opportunity to walk this path. And I am seen and
held, whether I know it or not.
Having WWRL contribute towards my Wild Feminine training was such a beautiful affirmation – I was so
touched by this endorsement and financial contribution from Red Lodge. Red Lodge is doing something on the
very local level, as well as the big global level, to support women. I am honored to have received this contribution and honored to be part of a group that sends contributions far and wide around the world.
Red Lodge is a big vessel being woven – the Lodgekeepers are holding the weaving, keepin’ it going. Me showing up helps, and if I don’t show up, you keep it going – I am incredibly grateful for this. Red Lodge is a way of
me getting to live in the world that is connected to my rootfire – I am able to be who I want to be here. Long
Dance and Red Lodge have also taught me NOT to say “Yes” when I can’t show up. This has helped me grow
into a woman! I am so grateful to Mary and Kristina especially, for holding on, through despair and challenges,
holding on. And Buffalo Heart teaches me courage. Buffalo Heart calls me in again and again- helping me find
courage. My daughter’s handprints are inside this drum. More and more I get asked to show up in community
with this drum, and I just say “Yes!” I am really grateful for how she is serving community.
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Heartfelt appreciation to all Red Lodge volunteers!
Ho! All you people, women and
men, angels who showed up to
raise the Moonlodge, to drum
the Moonlodge, to feed the
Moonlodge and all the hungry
humans — we say thank you!
Ho! All you angels in Red Lodge
communities far and wide who
helped organize I AM RED LODGE
events for our fall member/
fund drive, who came and participated, who stayed to clean
up — we say thank you! Ho!
All you angels of service who
step in to ask, “What can I do?”
— we see and love you! Ho! to
you too, you angels who say yes
when asked to plan and lead
ceremonies, reach out to invite
people to events, organize carpools and ferry tickets, decorate,
host, make food, offer lodging or
clean-up — you are awesome!
Angels who edit, proofread, update the website, welcome new
members, address envelopes,
take photos, write articles, make
gifts, take meeting notes — we
sing your praises! You who prepare the land, drum for ceremony, rebuild the sweatlodge, chop
wood, gather stones, make soup,
build fires, make music, offer
poems.....
Thank you, each and every one of you! Together we make magic.

Red Lodge rises like the moon.
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